PR-D8

FM-Stereo / AM Receiver with
MP3 Recorder and MP3 / WMA Player
Color
White

Sangean's new compact portable PR-D8 FM/Stereo/AM Receiver with MP3
and MP3 Recorder/WMA Player is an awesome combination for the radio
enthusiast, to say the least. Ideal for small spaces such as your office,
workshop, kitchen, or bedside table. Its advantages over similar devices
include its versatility, quality, styling & performance definitely exceeds the
competition. Its functions are so simple and user friendly and its controls are
so intuitive, which makes this TRULY THE ULTIMATE COMPACT AM/FM
STEREO MP-3 RECORDER.

Black

Advanced Technology for ECO Design
The PR-D8 has the unique distinction of operating on NiMH, NiCad, or
standard "C" size alkaline batteries. While the unit is plugged in and utilizing
the rechargeable batteries; it recharges the batteries as long as you leave the
switch into the rechargeable Ni/MH/NiCad position.

Superb Performance & Enhanced Receiver Experienced
Compact, yet powerful! The innovative Sangean technology
delivers versatility, quality, styling and crisp crystal clear
quality audio sound and range performance definitely
exceeds the competition, which lives up to the hype.

Convenient Auxiliary Input and Line-Out
The PR-D8 offers and additional audio flexibility like the MP3
players via the auxiliary input jack as well as audio sources
to an amplifier or recording device via the line-out jack.

The Ultimate Timer Recording and Alarm Clock
The PR-D8 has a timer recording from AM/FM/AUX
built-in high sensitivity stereo microphone. You can
have your favorite AM or FM program that you had
to miss because you were not available or it came
on at a time you could not be home. Well, the PRD8 solves your problems…set the timer for the time
your program goes on the air and it will record your
program on the SD card.

Versatility and New Modern Look
The PR-D8 has streamlined robust integrated and a modern look. It provides
durable protection while you're on the road. It only weighs 1.8 lbs, making it
ultra-light, which you can take wherever you go. You'll appreciate the large
adjustable easy to read Dot-Matrix LCD screen, which features two Dot-Matrix
LCD screen for MP3 functions including disk name, folder name, track name
and the 3 segment battery level indicator. The MP3 Recorder with auto gain
control has up to 32GB HCSD capability. Time recording from FM/AM/Aux In
or internal microphone. The MP3
features separate folder creation
capability, random play and browsing,
and 3 separate bit rate recording
levels. Playback from MP3 or WMA
formats.
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Main Features
10 station presets (5 FM, 5 AM)
MP3 recorder and player via SD card
MP3 file browser
Playback media format: WMA / MP3 sampling of 16 kbps - 320 kbps
2 alarm timer by radio and buzzer
Music / Normal / News tone control
Auto recording level control
Selectable bit rate for MP3 recording 64k / 128k / 192k bps
Timer recording from AM / FM / Aux-in / Built-in high sensitivity
stereo Microphone
Rechargeable with battery power indicator
Large and easy to read display with adjustable backlight
EAN-code: 47.11317.99126.9 ( White )
EAN-code: 47.11317.99147.4 ( Black )
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